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In a culture that favored conspicuous display-in the fa�ades that 
buildings turned to the street no less than in the garments in which 
people presented themselves for public viewing-London's South 
Bank theaters stood out by their difference. On the outside they pre
sented bare walls. City views by Norden, Visscher, and Hollar may 
vary in certain details about the amphitheaters, but all of them show 
plain, flat exteriors relieved only by small windows. It was within the 
narrow depths of London's best houses, Fynes Moryson notes, that 
the city's real splendors were to be found (1617= KKl<4). The South 
Bank theaters present a similar case: they were built not to display 
but to contain. Inside, not outside, provided their very reason for 
being. What they contained, most obviously, was spectacle: many
sided galleries, surrounding the thrust stage as a focal point, gave 
much better sight-lines than a square structure would for viewing 
not only the play but other members of the audience. Extrapolating 
from the Fortune contract, no one in the Fortune or the 1599 Globe 
was more than fifty feet from an actor standing downstage, at the 
focal center of the space. What the theaters contained, less obviously, 
was sound. That same actor, standing at the center of the visual space, 
stood also at the center of an aural space. "Sit in a full Theater;' says 
the delineator of ''An excellent Actor" in Sir Thomas Overbury's ex
panded collection of characters, "and you will thinke you see so 
many lines drawen from the circumference of so many eares, whiles 
the Actor is the Center" (1616: M2). The South Bank amphitheaters 
were, in fact, instruments for producing, shaping, and propagating 
sound. 

Evidence that theaters were thought about as sound-devices is 
not hard to come by. For special occasions it was common for large 
households-schools, colleges, the inns of court, the court of the 
realm-to erect temporary theaters inside an existing hall. Alan Nel
son has reconstructed the elaborate timbered structure that was 
erected within the hall of Queens' College, Cambridge, for putting 
on college plays each season beginning in 1546 and continuing into 
the 1640s. Not only a stage but galleries for spectators were part of 
the structure, made out of marked timbers that were dismantled and 
stored away at the end of each season (1994: 16-37). In effect, the 
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theater was not so much a building in itself as a large, free-standing 
object that could be erected inside a preexisting building. Its multiple 
planes and all-wood construction would have provided richer reso
nance than the masonry room itself. Orazio Busino's description of 
the pre-Jones banqueting house at Whitehall likewise suggests a box
within-a-box. The external brick walls contained an interior structure 
of wood and plaster-complete with colonnades and a coffered ceil
ing covered with putti-that offered not only visual interest but the 
resonators and baffles required for good sound distribution in a large 
space (1995: 137). 

Theoretical justification for such structures, if any were needed, 
could be found in Vitruvius, who designed the ideal theaters in De 
Architectura first and foremost around sound. Bronze vases were 
placed at regular intervals along the rising tiers not just for ornament 
but to catch sound waves of particular frequencies and amplify them. 
These vases worked like water glasses, filled to various depths, in a 
glass organ: when touched, each one produced a different pitch 
(5.3-5 in 1931, 1: 262-283). A Vitruvian theater could be played by 
the actors as if it were a musical instrument. According to Daniel 
Barbaro's influential commentary on Vitruvius (it was Barbaro who 
turned Vitruvius' scaenae frons into a proscenium arch with illusionis
tic scenery beyond), architecture presents a convergence of all the 
arts-including rhetoric. When it comes to theaters, an architect needs 
to be both a natural philosopher and a musician: "paying attention 
to motions of the voice, ,observations about numbers, and the practi
calities of sound (which I take to be the principles of mathematics 
and the rules of music), he should shape theaters accordingly, so that 
the space resonates all the more:' The shape of that space, Barbaro 
insists, should approximate the shape of sound itself: a sphere (Vi
truvius 1567= 1-2, 172, my translation). Vitruvius's ancient precepts and 
the exigencies of early modern practice are reconciled in Sebastiano 
Serlio's Architettura (1545), which turns Vitruvius' designs for perma
nent stone-built structures into a wooden contraption that can be set 
up inside a great hall and taken down again (Smith 1988: 84-85). 

Theaters as instruments for the production and reception of 
sound ask to be thought about in different ways than theaters as 
frames for the mounting and viewing of spectacle. What were the 
acoustic properties of the instruments themselves? What were they 
made of? What kinds of sounds could they produce? What consti
tuted the repertory of sounds on which playwrights and actors could 
draw? What qualities of the human voice figured in this repertory? 
To answer such questions let us inspect the instrument itself before 
we attempt to inventory the range of sounds, first artificial, then hu
man, that could be played on-and within-the largest, airiest, loud-
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